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THERMAL IMAGING

{ ENGINEERING 101  }

 ‴ Increased coolant capacity
 ‴ Direct OEM replacement
 ‴ 100% high efficiency Brazed aluminum core
 ‴ Lightweight aluminum Dual Core design
 ‴ TIG-welded ends
 ‴ 14 fins per inch
 ‴ Skunk2 Racing High Pressure Radiator Cap (TOYO) 1.1 Bar 

included (Not available on 349-05-3000 and 349-12-1000)
 ‴ Authentic Skunk2 Alpha Rad Badge 
 ‴ Not compatible with automatic transmission cooling system
 ‴ Matching Radiator Hose Kits available for most applications
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Skunk2 Racing Alpha aluminum radiators are a 
perfect direct-fit upgrade designed to dramatically 
increase both cooling efficiency and engine 
performance. Alpha Radiators are available in 
full-size and half-size variations. All Alpha Series 
Radiators are manufactured from lightweight and 
durable aluminum with atmosphere controlled 100% 
brazed cores, TIG-welded ends and high-efficiency 
fins. Each radiator features dual core design for 
the ultimate cooling performance. Skunk2 Racing 
High Pressure Radiator Cap increases your radiator 
pressure and cooling system boiling point for 
unsurpassed efficiency. As a finishing touch Alpha 
Radiators end tanks are polished embossed with the 
Skunk2 Alpha Logo and include a Skunk2 AlphaRad 
badge for authenticity.

ALPHA SERIES RADIATORS
349-05-1000 1994-2001 Integra Alpha Radiator $216.99

349-05-1500 1988-1991 CRX/Civic Full Alpha Radiator $216.99

349-05-1550 1988-1991 CRX/Civic Half Alpha Radiator $184.99

349-05-2000 1992-2000 Civic Alpha Radiator $184.99

349-05-3000 2006-2011 Civic Si Alpha Radiator $216.99

349-07-1002 1995-1998 Nissan 240SX Alpha Radiator $238.99

349-07-1003 2003-2006 Nissan 350Z Alpha Radiator $238.99

349-10-1001 1990-1997 Mazda Miata (M/T) Alpha Radiator $238.99

349-12-1000 2013-2016 BRZ / FRS Alpha Radiator $342.99

349-12-1001 2001-2007 Subaru WRX / STI Alpha Radiator $293.99

ACCESSORIES

359-99-0020 Radiator Cap Type A (TOYO) 1.3 Bar $32.99

359-99-0010 Radiator Cap Type B (DENSO) 1.3 Bar $32.99

Dual Core Design allows for better cooling 
performance and superior rigidity over the 
OEM single core design.

Skunk2 High Pressure Radiator Cap increases 
your radiator pressure and cooling system 
boiling point for unsurpassed efficiency.

2001-2007 Subaru 
WRX / STI Skunk2 
Racing Alpha Radiator

Upgrading the Thermal Efficiency of your cooling system is the key to making 
more power and torque. Thermal imaging is an important tool used to verify the 
cooling performance of radiators. It helps to observe the cooling gradients of the 
radiator and thus optimize the design for each vehicle application. In contrast 
to many OEM radiator’s plastic end tanks and single cores, Skunk2 Alpha 
Radiators are made with aluminum end tanks and feature massive aluminum 
dual cooling cores. Our dual core system keeps your high performance engine 
cooler in two main ways: by doubling the cores, there is a marked increase in the 
“residence-time” of the coolant (the amount of time the coolant is in contact with 
a conductor, i.e. the dual cores) which increases total heat extraction; the dual 
cores nearly double the total cooling surface area that the coolant and the fresh 
frontal airflow is exposed to. These two factors allow Skunk2 Alpha Radiators 
to operate at the highest efficiencies for optimal radiator cooling and engine 
performance bringing temperature down from 230°F to 180 -190°F.


